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DIRECTORATE FOR QUALITY AND STANDARDS IN EDUCATION
Department of Curriculum Management
Educational Assessment Unit

Annual Examinations for Secondary Schools 2015

FORM 3                                       ENGLISH                      MARKING SCHEME

Half marks are to be rounded up only after the global mark has been arrived at (e.g. 55 ½ = 56)

SECTION A – LANGUAGE                                                                                               15 marks

A. Fill in the gaps with prepositions from the box below.  Use each word only once.

                                                                                                                         10 x ½ mark = 5 marks                                

1. at                                                                               6. by
2. on                                                                              7. through
3. about                                                                         8. with
4. in                                                                               9. of
5. for                                                                            10. around

B. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the verb in brackets.             10 x ½ mark = 5 marks
                                                                                                      
1. invented                                                                     6. explained
2. thought                                                                      7. works/worked
3. developed/had developed                                         8. is clicking
4. have worked /have been working                            9. appeared
5. has become                                                                10. became

C. Read the following article and then rewrite it by inserting the necessary punctuation 
     marks.                                                                                                        20 x ¼ mark = 5 marks   
                           
However, I do have one piece of favourite clothing – my denim jacket.  My jacket isn’t new.  In 
fact, it’s quite old.  I bought it two years ago while on holiday in London and I do not know what I 
am going to do when my jacket gets too old to wear.  I’ll just have to buy a new one I suppose!

SECTION B – READING COMPREHENSION                                                              20 marks                                                                            

Note:

 Markers are reminded not to penalize language errors unless what is written is 
unintelligible.

 Answers do not have to be in full sentences.
 Unless otherwise indicated, award marks for answers which include the following content, 

which may also be rephrased.

Track 2
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1. Underline the correct answer.                                                                                                1 mark 
This passage is about:

c) what seaside holidays are like in Britain

2. Write down two characteristics of the British seaside.                                  2 x ½ mark = 1 mark 

Accept any two of the following.
fish and chips on the beach; ice cream from old-fashioned ice cream vans; amusements. 

3a. What claim did Richard Russell make in the 18th century?                                                 1 mark 

He told his rich and aristocratic patients that salt water was a cure for many ailments./                
He advised bathing in and drinking sea-water to treat many illnesses.

3b. At that time, why couldn’t most working class people go to the seaside?                           1 mark 

They couldn’t afford it.

4. What two changes took place in the 19th century that made a holiday at the seaside accessible to 
everyone?                                                                                                           2 x 1 mark = 2 marks
Accept any two of the following answers. 
a) the growth of the rail networks;
b) lower cost of train fares;
c) employees received one week holiday per year;
d) railway links to seaside towns.

5. Mention two things that attracted 19th century travellers to seaside towns.   2 x ½ mark = 1 mark
a) to experience the fresh air;                               b) to experience the holiday atmosphere.

6. How do people nowadays know that a Punch and Judy show is on?                                    1 mark
It’s instantly recognisable by the red and white striped booth.

7. Mention four activities between lines 16 - 28 that people at a British seaside town can do.                       

                                                                                                                           4 x ½ mark = 2 marks
Accept any four of the following.
a) Punch and Judy shows; b) donkey rides; c) going for walks on piers; d) fun fair; e) 

boating lakes; f) theatres and amusement arcades; g) cafes, shops and pubs; h) have a 
picnic on the beach; i) swimming and building sandcastles.

8. Why did the popularity of a holiday at the seaside decrease in time?            2 x ½ mark = 1 mark        

The chance of trips abroad to enjoy the sun and the chance to experience different lifestyles.
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9. Why is the possibility of a holiday at a British seaside town becoming popular again now?
                                                                                                                                                    1 mark 
Due to the recession, few people are able to afford going on holidays abroad.

10. Find words from lines 1-15 which have the same meaning as:                   4 x 1 mark = 4 marks
a) entertainment:   amusement      
b) advise:               recommend       

c) unluckily:           unfortunately            

d) missing:             lacking    

11. What do the following words highlighted in the passage refer to?              4 x 1 mark = 4 marks
a) It (line 4)             the tradition of the British seaside holiday   

b) his (line 5)          the patients of Richard Russell
c) It (line 19)           the Punch and Judy show
d) their (line 35)      British seaside towns

SECTION C – LITERATURE                                                                                            20 marks

Note:

 Do not penalise language errors, as long as the answers are comprehensible.
 Unless the questions require the candidate to give a specific response or use specific words 

or phrases, award marks for answers that are similar to the models given or express the 
same meaning.

ANSWER BOTH SECTION A (POETRY) AND SECTION B (PROSE)

A. UNPREPARED TEXT (POETRY)                                                                                10 marks 

1. Match each stanza to its description by writing the number in the column provided:   
                                                                                                                            3 x 1 mark = 3 marks                                 

stanza 1 3 The poet thinks about what the seal might be feeling.

stanza 2 1 The poet describes the sea where the seal swims.

stanza 3 2 The poet describes the seal coming out of the water.

2. Quote a simile from the poem.                                                                                          1 mark 

“eyes as wild and wide and dark as a famine child”
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3.  The word “famine” shows that the seal reminds the poet of a:                                             1 mark                                  

     b) hungry child
     
4. Quote two verbs from the first two stanzas that indicate movement.            2 x ½ mark = 1 mark
    a) “heaved”          b) “bobbed”

5. Give two pairs of rhyming words.                                                                 2 x 1 mark = 2 marks
Accept any two of the following.
     silk -  milk; wild – child; me – sea.

6. The phrase “a breast of silk” is an example of:                                                                      1 mark 
    a) a metaphor
    

7. The mood the poet creates in this poem is (friendly / humorous / of wonder).                    1 mark 

PROSE/DRAMA

B. UNPREPARED TEXT (PROSE)                                                                                   10 marks

1. Underline the correct answer.                                                                                                1 mark 

This text is about:

c) the effects of a flood at night.

2. Find four verbs in the text that show the violence of the storm.                  4 x ½ mark = 2 marks                                   

Accept any four of the following.
tore; thrashed; tear; hurting; struggled.

3a) Quote a simile from the first paragraph.                                                                              1 mark
“ like a huge bat”
b) Explain why it is effective.                                                                                                    1 mark                                                                                                                           

Reward answers that refer to the strength of the wind or the colour, shape and size of the torn roof.
4. Quote an example of onomatopoeia from the second paragraph.                                          1 mark
 “roaring”/ “rushing”
5. How does the narrator manage to transmit the power of the water?                                    2 marks 

Reward answers that refer to the description of the strength and speed of the water as it reached a 
very high level and seemed to have taken control over nature.
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6a) “I could hear a roaring of water approaching even above the noise of the wind in the trees, and 
then suddenly it was rushing around the trunk of the tree and pouring over the lower branches.”

                                                                                                                                                    1 mark
In the lines above, ‘I’ is the:    a) first person narrator.

b) How does the author’s choice of this technique make the writing more vivid and effective?
                                                                                                                                                    1 mark 
Reward answers that refer to the vividness of the scene as it unfolds before the reader.

SECTION D – COMPOSITION                                                                                        25 marks                                                                               

Marking Criteria

 Irrelevant content should initially be marked according to the marking grid (below) and then 
up to 6 marks are to be deducted.

 Compositions that exceed the given word limit should be marked according to the marking 
grid and then up to 3 marks are to be deducted.

 Compositions that do not reach the required minimum word limit should be marked 
according to the marking grid and then up to 3 marks are to be deducted.

 Format of letter: Up to 2½ marks should be deducted if candidates do not observe the 
correct format of letter writing – marks to be deducted as laid out below.

Informal Letter

Informal Letter
                                                                        ½ mark

                                                                        ½ mark

                                                                         ½ mark
                                    ½ mark

                                                                        ½ mark   

                                                                          
                                                                       

                                               ½ mark
                                               ½ mark

your address

date

salutation
closure

name
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MARKING GRID

Candidate performance demonstrates:
20 - 25 marks
Excellent

 hardly any language problems.
 a very wide range and precision of vocabulary.
 idiomatic expressions and shows an ability to communicate subtleties of 

language.
 appropriate style.

15 - 19 marks
Very Good

 a good choice and range of vocabulary.
 reasonably appropriate style.
 correct sentence structures.
 fluency and coherence.
 few spelling errors.

10 - 14 marks
Pass

 adequate vocabulary.
 a fair accuracy in structures and spelling.
 competence in communication.
 limited style.
 coherence.

5 - 9 marks
Weak

 limited vocabulary.
 lack of communication except in the simplest of terms.
 poor spelling.
 confused and incoherent structures.

1 - 4 marks
Very Poor

 very limited vocabulary.
 sentences that are almost meaningless with no structure and very poor spelling.
 very little communication.


